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Abstract- In this paper, we proposed a modified version of K

means clustering algorithm for single channel separation of

speech and music from mixed signal. K-means method fails for
high

dimensional

data

processing

due

to

computational

complexity and curse of dimensionality issues. To improve the
performance of clustering algorithm, we used PCA technique and
suggested a novel schema to increase the quality of outcome
signals

of

PCA-Kmeans

approach

in both

FFT

and

STFT

domains. The efficiency of the proposed method is evaluated for
different

codebook sizes.

PCA-Kmeans

algorithm

The
and

comparison between
PCA-Kmeans

modified

approach

for

codebook size 512, showed that the quality of separation signals

was improved about 12% in FFT and 20% in STFT without

increase

in

the

computational

complexity.

In

addition,

the

modified PCA-Kmeans algorithm reduced the separation time up
to 80% in FFT domain and 85% in STFT domain and improved

the quality of segregated speech by about 20% in FFT and STFT

domains in comparison with standard K-means method.

Keywords- PCA-Kmeans; PESQ; RC3 method; single channel
speech music segregation;
1.

INTRODUCTION

The research on speech segregation has become an
increasingly popular topic in the field of signal processing.
Specifically, single channel speech-music segregation has
attracted exclusive attention as a main case of the speech
enhancement problem in recent decades. This technique can
be divided into two categories: first, primitive date-driven
methods which are also known as source-driven methods and
second, knowledge-based model-driven methods also called as
model-driven methods. Primitive date-driven approaches aims
to extract the underlying sources signals from mixed signal
without any prior knowledge of the speakers; while in the
model-driven techniques, separation is completely based on
prior knowledge of speakers. The first class is categorized into
two main methods named computational auditory scene
analysis (CASA) approaches and blind source separation
(BSS) methods. CASA methods have several major
drawbacks as follows: First, identifYing the priority rules,
which are related to grouping cues is sometimes hard. Second,
they can hardly mitigate crosstalk and at last, they can hardly
segregate unvoiced regions [1].
The main condition to apply BSS is that the number of
microphones must be larger or equal to the number of sources
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and BSS methods considerable deteriorate when they are
applied in the case of one microphone audio separation [2].
In model-driven techniques, the original spectra of each
speaker are replaced by a statistical model, which is estimated
during the training phase. Then, an approximation to the
original spectra is found by decoding the states, components,
or code-vectors that satisfy a minimum distortion criterion. In
these methods, the underlying source signals are modeled
using well-known statistical speech modeling such as
Gaussian Mixture Models(GMM)[3], Gaussian Scaled
Mixture Model (GSMM) [4], Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
[5], or VQ [6]. Among these approaches, GMM has been
introduced as favorable choice in speech-music separation
applications. GMM model may result in some interference
signals which degrade the perceptual quality of separated
signals in addition to result some over-estimation error. In
addition, GMM method significantly fails, when the phase
information is employed for separation and results in bad
separated output signals [7]. Presenting a compact model for
phase value is usually a difficult task with unsatisfactory
results [8]. In [9], a comparison between VQ and GMM is
presented in terms of optimum number of components, the
number of iterations using EM (Expectation - Maximization)
algorithm and overall system performance. It has been
observed that the system based on VQ presents better results.
As it can be deduced from above comparisons, VQ method
presents a better efficiency and high quality signal segregation
in comparison with other mentioned approaches. In VQ
method, the input is divided into several vectors and then each
vector is mapped to the code-words of a codebook [10]. One
of the most popular and efficient clustering methods is the k
means method [11] which use centroids to represent clusters
by optimizing the squared error function [12].
In this paper, we used squared Euclidean distance criterion
for clustering, which each center is the mean of the some
points in that cluster. K-means algorithm does not work well
for high dimensional data in terms of computational
complexity and curse of dimensionality issues [13]. To
overcome the computational complexity of K-means
algorithm and obtain uncorrelated and the most descriptive
variables, several methods have been proposed over the years.
The most popular approach is principal component analysis
(PCA), introduced by Karl Pearson in 1901 [14].
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We applied PCA technique which is a data analysis
technique that transforms a number of possibly correlated
variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables
which are called Principal Components (PCs). In PCA
procedure, PCs are calculated using the eigen-value
decomposition of a data covariance matrix. This technique is a
commonly used statistical technique for dimension reduction.
The goal of PCA is a linear mapping which maps data to a
lower dimensional space, so that variance of the data in new
space is maximized [15]. After PCA analysis, K-means
algorithm may be applied into the data in the new space to
cluster the samples. In this paper, we propose a modified
version of K-means clustering to establish source models.
In this section we discussed some of existing methods for
speech-music segregation. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: the next section introduces our proposed
method. The experimental setup and simulation results are
described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

PCA is an orthogonal projection of data onto a lower
dimensional linear space called principal subspace, such that
the variance of the projected data is maximized. Consider a
data set of observations Xn where n=l,oo. ,N and with
dimensionality D. PCA can project this data onto a space of
lower dimensionality C<D, where C is the fixed dimension of
the principal subspace. Let Ui, i=l,... ,C be the basis vectors
of the principal subspace and a unit D-dimensional nonnalized
vector be Uj (u/Uj=1). Then, each point Xn is projected to

u/xn, and the mean of the projected data is

varIance

of

the

N

2

projected

1
U�Xn -U�X} =U�SUI'
-I{
N
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data
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where

under the normalization constraint u/Uj=1. If we introduce �
Lagrange

multiplier,
in
order
to
maxImIze
u; SUI+ � ( l - u; uj), we should set the derivative with respect

to UJ to zero, thus we have

SUI = �u

1

•

In this relationship, u 1

is an eigenvector of S corresponding to eigen-value �. The
variance which is expressed as

u�· SUI = �, will be maximum,

if we set UJ to be the eigenvector having the largest eigen
value � . This means that � is the first principal component.
Additional principal components are obtained by maximizing
the projected variance amongst all possible direction
orthogonal to those already considered. If we sort the
eigenvectors in terms of more descriptive eigenvectors and
form a matrix that contains features vectors. We call this
matrix as the principal component coefficients (PCs) matrix.
If we call

"c A /" A
- L,..
i=l
L,..i=l
1

_

TJ

(1)

j

In order to extract the underlying source signals from a
mixed signal which consists of sum of both signals; one must
find the estimations for both signals from the mixed signal.
Let a mixed signal be consists of speech and music signals as
follows:
x (n)=m (n)+s (n) n=l,oo.,N
(2)
where m(n), s(n) and x(n) are music signal, speech and the
obtained mixture signal, respectively. Taking STFT from both
sides of (1) and due to linearity of this transform we arrive at:
X

(n,f) =M(n,f)+S(n,f)

(3)

where nand! are the frame number and the frequency index in
a time-frequency representation, respectively. As it is observed
in (3), the STFT of the mixture signal is equal to the sum of
STFTs of the underlying sources signals which the mixture
signal depends on both amplitude and phase of the STFT of
speech and music signals. In [7], by using Maximum likelihood
Amplitude Estimator (MLAE), the optimum approximation for
DFT amplitude is derived as the sum of the speech and music
spectrum amplitudes. Generalizing this result to STFT, (1) can
be expressed as:
(4)
After obtaining the absolute value of STFT of both speech and
music input signals, framing can be performed on the resulted
matrix. The overlap value is usually half of the length of each
frame. Later on, we employed PCA technique on the result.
After framing the output of absolute value of STFT
function, in the first stage of PCA technique, we took the mean
of the obtained function as:

The idea of PCA IS to

maxImIze the projected variance u; SUI with respect to UJ
as

P

I::I

Ai as the total variance, the percentage of

/I;)�IAi and

variance explained by one component Ui is: Ai
this percentage for C principal component will be:
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(5)
where () ' and (framedSx)' denote the transposed mean vector

and framed STFT of input matrix, respectively. Then, we
subtracted the () vector from each column ofJramedSx matrix.
We call the resulting matrix as ¢ . After that, we calculated the
eigen-values and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of
framedS matrix. For 2D data, the covariance matrix has two

x

dimensions, since STFT matrix is a 2D operator, the
covariance matrix will be a 2 x 2 matrix. For this matrix, the
eigen-values and eigenvectors can be calculated, because the
covariance matrix is a square matrix. The eigen-values are
indicatives of components variances. Then, the obtained new
data in principal subspace can be expressed as:
If/

=

¢' xPCs

(6)

The transformed data in principal subspace denoted with If/

and ¢' is transposed of ¢ . In this paper we take the speech and
music feature matrix to transfonn speech and music signals
into principal subspace, respectively. After finding the
principal components, the reduced data set is clustered by
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applying K-means clustering. Clustering is grouping samples
based on their similarity, while samples in different groups are
dissimilar [16]. VQ is an efficient method for data clustering
which has been widely used in different applications. Tn VQ
method, the input is divided into several vectors and then each
vector is mapped to the code-words of a codebook [14]. One of
the most famous VQ algorithms is K-means clustering. As
expressed before, this common K-means algorithm takes much
time and does not work well for high dimensional data. In
order to obviate these major drawbacks, we aim at optimizing
the k-means algorithm for this purpose.

A. Modified PCA-Kmeans Algorithm
As mentioned in former section, the PCs matrix is a square
matrix which each column of it contains the coefficients of one
principal component, the columns are in order of decreasing
components variances. We can take some of columns of PCs
matrix instead of the whole matrix. By using the eigen-values
of the covariance matrix of fram edS in PCA analysis, we can
x

determine how many column of PCs matrix should be selected.
The Main idea of the Modified PCA-Kmeans algorithm is
storing the whole PCA transformed vector in the codebook,
while recruiting clusters for the new vectors by the most
descriptive eigen-vectors.

As mentioned in (1) we should take enough number of
eigenvectors to cover desired percentage of variance. We can
take the C-first column of PCs matrix instead of the whole
matrix and apply it in K-means algorithm to decrease the
dimension of data. However, we proposed another method
which gives us better results in comparison to this method. In
general, we can summarize K-means algorithm into two stages
The clusters recruitment stage, and re-estimating the centroid
of each cluster. In order to improve the quality of separation,
we performed the recruitment stage by using the C-first column
of PCs matrix, and applied the whole PCs matrix in re
estimating the centroid of each cluster stage. We call this
proposed method as Reduced Clusters Recruitment, Complete
Re-estimation of Centroids (RCRCRC or in briefly RC3)
training procedure.
Tn PCA-Kmeans method, we employed some of first
columns of speech and music PCs and corresponding 8 vector
in speech and music CB generation algorithm to transform the
underlying signals into principal subspace. Once we took PCs
matrix and 8 vector which is associated with speech and
generated two codebooks named as CBm-s and CBs-s, then took
PCs matrix and 8 vector related with music and generated two
others codebooks called CBrn_rn and CBs-rn . Each CB has K
rows, which K is the number of clusters in K-means algorithm
and C columns, which C is different for speech and music
codebooks and is determined by the variance distribution for
each framed STFT of input matrix. Likewise, in the separation
algorithm, the mixed signal is transformed into principal
subspace by using speech and music 8 matrix and the selected
first columns of each PC matrix. These transformed vectors are
compared with code-words to select the appropriate code
words in the next stage.
Tn RC3 method, the whole speech and music PCs matrix is
employed to generate both of CBs. Thus, each CB has K rows.
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However, the number of columns of each CB is equal to the
number of columns of speech and music PCs matrix. Tn
addition, in the separation phase, we transformed the mixed
signal into principal subspace similar to PCA-Kmeans
algorithm, but this transformed matrix was compared with the
selected-first columns of each CB. After selection of the
appropriate indices of code-word, we selected the complete
code-words corresponded with these indices of CBs to generate
the separated speech and music signals in output.
RC3 method results in larger code-words in both speech
and music codebooks. This is because of employing all entries
for each transformed vector. This is due to the fact that the
dimension of the codebook is larger and we replaced a more
accurate codeword to estimate the separated speech and music.
Therefore, the quality of separated signals will be higher than
PCA-Kmeans method. However, the smaller size of vectors in
comparisons will make the system less complex and with less
memory usage.
B.

Segregation Algorithm

In the segregation process, after framing the mixture's
STFT amplitude and transforming the resulted mixture to
principal subspace, the algorithm should fmd the closest
approximation of the mixture signal among the sum of both
speech and music code-words of the obtained codebooks. In
separation stage, framed STFT of mixture signal, first is
transformed using PCs matrix and 8 vector related to speech
signal, and then, algorithm search in CBrn-s and CBs-s
codebooks by using bellow formula:

;�

P'Pl= �. �

( IllIVlmiX(s)I-CICBI-'p*I+ICBm-SPtl)] U

where p and

PI

(7)

are the code-words indices in each codebook

and Ij/mix (S) denotes the transformed mixture to principal
subspace. We save P as indices of speech code-words. Then we
search in CBrn-rn and CBs-rn codebooks by using followe
relationship:

We saved q as indices of music code-words. Tn Fig. 1, the
whole procedure of segregation in STFT is illustrated. In this
figure, after framing, block divided into 2 branches. Tn
codeword selection block demonstrated in this figure, we used
If/mix (S) for speech side and If/mix (/11) for music side in CW
selection block. After the appropriate codeword selection stage,
the previous stages of the selection stage should be reversed in
order to extract the separated signals. Finally, to calculate the
original data from obtained matrices in this procedure, we
have:

fJ

=

(PCs X 1(/')+ (framedS - ¢)

(9)

x

Which fJ is the reconstructed data and Ij/ is the same as CW
selection block.
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Note, if in generation speech and music CB stage and likewise
in separation stage, we use only PCs matrix and 8 vector
related with speech, or PCs matrix and 8 vector related with
music, to transfonn speech, music and mixture signals, the
quality of recovered speech and music output signal is lower
than our proposed method. In fact, if we take speech PCs
matrix and speech 8 vector, to transform speech and music
signals used for codebook generation and mixture signal, the
quality of speech segregated in output will be better than
separated music. In addition, if we take music PCs matrix and
8 vector, to transform all signals, the segregated music will
have a better quality of separated speech. Tn our introduced
method, we mixed this two idea and thus we obtained a good
quality for speech and music segregated.
TTT.

Mixt!ln� Signa J

Experimental Results

Tn the paper, we assess the quality of gained results in
terms of The Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ)
criterion, as an objective speech quality model, which was
approved as TTU-T recommendation P.S62 [17]. This measure
is highly correlated with the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) as
one important metric, but evaluation of MOS is very
expensive and time-consuming for subjective determination of
quality [IS].
The range of the PESQ score is -0.5 (which indicate the
several degradation) up to 4.5 (which means that the measured
speech has no distortion and is exactly the same as the original
signal).
We have compared the ordinary PCA-Kmeans clustering
with the RC3 clustering method, as the proposed method, to
extract speech and music signals from mixture signal in both
FFT and STFT domains. These 4 cases are evaluated in terms
of the search time into codebooks as the computational
complexity measure and PESQ of the speech signal as the
quality measure. Two codebooks were constructed for the
speech signals of a male speaker and the music signals
including piano segments. For both of the operations, the
codebook generation and speech/music signals separation, (5)
was used to calculate the vector () associated with speech and
music STFT and (1) was employed to obtain the parameter C
for the PCs matrix related to speech and music signals as the
feature vectors.
Table 1, describes time consumption as computational
complexity measure for K-means, PCA-Kmeans and RC3
methods in FFT and STFT domains. In FFT domain, we used
a 64ms hamming window with 32ms frame shift and sampling
frequency is fs=SkHz. Therefore, the length of each frame is:
0.064xSOOO=512 samples. Tn STFT, we used a STFT function
with a sine-window of the length of 1022 and the overlap
value is 50%. Thus, the number of frequency bins of the
output of STFT function for these inputs is 512, which is equal
to the frame length in FFT domain. Tn this table, the separation
time is measured for 64, 12S, 256, and 512 CB size. In this
table, we take the enough number of eigenvectors which the
percentage of variance explained by these eigenvectors be
95% of total variance. In this experiment, the measurements
showed that we should take 120 fIrst vectors of PCs matrix
which dimensionality of PCs matrix is 1000 Xl 000.
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Fig. 1. SpeechlMusic separation procedure for PCA-Kmeans and RC3
methods in STFT.
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TABLE I.
PESQ RATE AND SEPARATION TIME FOR K-MEANS, PCAKMEANS AND RC3 METHODS IN FFT AND STFT FOR DIFFERENT CB SIZE(M).
Domain

FFT

STFT

Method

Separation Time (Second)
M=64

M=128

M=256

M=512

Kmeans

12

66

280

1080

PCA-Kmeans

2

8

41

202

RC3

2

8

41

202

Kmeans

28

130

474

1860

PCA-Kmeans

3

10

51

278

3

10

51

278

RC3
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Fig. 2. PESQ rate for K-means, PCA-Kmeans and RC3 methods in HT and
STFT vs CB size.
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10'"

Tn Fig. 2, PESQ rate for different methods is demonstrated.
As it is observed in this plot, PESQ rate grows for 3 methods in
STFT in compare with FFT. Tn addition to, the quality of
separatetd speech in RC3 method is higher than other methods.
Spectrogram and time demonstrations for mixture,
underlying and output separated signals in RC3-STFT method
for M=512, is illustrated in Fig. 3.
In PCA analysis, the number of selected eigenvectors is an
important factor. We assessed the variations of this factor in
RC3-STFT method for M=512 and evaluated the perceptual
quality of separated speech. The dimensionality of PCs matrix
is 1000 X1000. As observed in FigA, over 50% of total
variance were stored in 10 first principal components in fact,
the knee-point is approximately 10. After the about 10 first
principal components, variance changes less and we must take
more vectors to change the percentage of total variance.
Tn table 2, the number of selected PCs is the number of
taken vector of 1000 eigenvectors existing in PCs matrix. As it
can be observed in this table, PESQ and SNR segmental rates
and separation time are proportional to the number of
participated PCs.
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Figure 3. Corresponding spectrogram and time domains demonstration. (a)
speech and music mixture signal (b) underlying speech signal (c) underlying
music signal (d) separated specch by RC3 method(e) separated music by RC3
method.
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